DIVISIONAL SENATE ASSEMBLY
2023-24

Ex-Officio
University President, Michael Drake

Parliamentarian (non-voting)
Dan Hirschberg

Universitywide Assembly (4 Reps)
Noah Askin ‘25
John Crawford ‘24
Zeev Kain ‘24
Bert Winther-Tamaki ‘25
Hengrui Cai (alt) ‘25* (non-voting)
Liz Chrastil (alt) ‘25* (non-voting)
Nathan Kaplan (alt) ‘24* (non-voting)
David Meyer (alt) ‘24* (non-voting)
*IBL 80.C alts may not vote/substitute

Divisional Chair
Arvind Rajaraman ‘24

Divisional Chair Elect-Secretary
Valerie Jenness ‘24

Senate Council Chairs (9 Reps)
Tonya Bradford, GC
Karen Edwards, CEI
Sergio Gago-Masague, CTLSE
Alan Goldin, CAP
Jenny Lee, CEMA
Lisa Naugle, CFW
Antonio Rodriguez-Lopez, CEP
Georges Van Den Abbeele, CPB
James Weatherall, CORCL

Claire Trevor School of the Arts (3 Reps)
Monica Majoli – Faculty Chair ‘25
Jennifer Bornstein ‘25
Stephan Hammel ‘25

School of Biological Sciences (4 Reps)
Liz Chrastil – Faculty Chair ‘24
Matthew Bracken – Vice Chair ‘24
Adriana Briscoe ‘24
Vivek Swarup ‘24

The Paul Merage School of Business (2 Reps)
Vidyamand (VC) Choudhary – Faculty Chair ‘24
Lu Zheng ‘25

School of Education (1 Rep)
Richard Arum – Faculty Chair ‘25

The Henry Samueli School of Engineering (4 Reps)
Dimitri Papamoschou – Faculty Chair ‘24
Hamid Jafarkhani ‘25
Anne Lennitzer ‘24
Lorenzo Valdevit ‘25

Susan and Henry Samueli College of Health Sciences
(12 Reps)
Jung-Ah Lee (SON) ‘24
Amir Rahmani (SON) ‘24
Michael Hoyt (SPPH) ‘24
Masashi Kitazawa (SPPH) ‘24
Darci Trader (SPPS) ‘24
Jonathan Watanabe (SPPS) ‘24
Kevin Beier (SOM) ‘24
Laura Ewell (SOM) ‘24
Sarah Martin (SOM) ‘24
Gagan Mathur (SOM) ‘24
Michael Reilly (SOM) ‘24
Federico Vaca (SOM) ‘24

School of Humanities (7 Reps)
Jonathan Alexander ‘24
Jami Bartlett ‘25
Matthew Canepa ‘24
John Gamber ‘24
Virginia Jackson ‘24
Michelle Latiolais ‘24
Bert Scruggs ‘25

Donald Bren School of Information & Computer Sciences
(2 Reps)
Jim Jones – Faculty Chair ‘24
Wayne Hayes ‘25

School of Law (1 Rep)
TBD

School of Physical Sciences (5 Reps)
Manabu Shiraiwa – Faculty Chair ‘24
Henri Drake ‘25
Howard Lee ‘24
Virginia Trimble ‘24
Xiangwen Zhang ‘25

School of Social Ecology (2 Reps)
Elliott Currie - Faculty Chair ‘24
Jenny Rinehart – Vice Chair ‘24

School of Social Sciences (5 Reps)
Matthew Freedman - Faculty Chair ‘25
Tom Boellstroff ‘24
Dan Bogart ‘24
Kristen Monroe ‘25
David Schaefer ‘25

For questions or updates, please contact Senate Analyst Stephanie Makhlouf, smakhlo@uci.edu.